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Jesus On My Shoulder 2023-11-22
about the book jesus on my shoulder is sgt dennis r sands collection of true stories during his 25 year tenure as
a police officer sgt sands is the recipient of the blue max award for 5 or more in progress felony arrests he is a
united states air force veteran with a top secret security clearance about the author he has received several
awards for community service in 2010 he was inducted into the state of illinois outdoor hall of fame sgt dennis r
sands has two bachelor s degrees one in criminal justice and one in education he married his sweetheart kathy
in 1970 they have one daughter and two sons eleven grandchildren and 2 great grandchildren he still lives in
the town he grew up in shabbona illinois next time you see a police officer say thank you for your service police
officers have a stressful dangerous and exhausting job when you go to church pray for police officer safety
thank jesus for always being there including on our officer s shoulder remember why jesus is there just let him
into your life jesus was truly on my shoulder throughout my career your shoulder will hold him too

Angel on My Shoulder 2010-07-29
harley hamilton tuck decided when he was a teenager he wanted to leave the world a better place than it was
when he got here he flew combat during world war ii as a radio operator aboard a b 17 bomber completing
twenty seven missions before bailing out of a flaming ship over france to spend a year in austria s infamous
stalag 17b as a prisoner of war tuck took the opportunity to begin educating himself in the field of agriculture
attended college when he returned to the states and started teaching a few years later tuck took his skills
around the world over the course of his career training outreach workers among the remote hill tribes near the
laotian border for a decade joining the united nations food and agriculture organization and relocating to
afghanistan in 1972 where he supervised a fleet of united nations vehicles and farm equipment working with
afghan mechanics who taught him as much as he taught them when he accepted a un position in indonesia tuck
continued training teachers working through various programs in rural areas to improve and modernize
agricultural practices he eventually created his own indonesian corporation to provide consulting services in his
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field learning growing and teaching until his retirement in the late 1990s tuck credits the angel on his shoulder
for escorting him through the harrowing collection of hazards and close calls he encountered in his extensive
travels hitch a ride from a fruit ranch in central washington state through the fiery skies of the european war
theater tour the back country of thailand the noisy streets of kabul and java s steamy jungles with tuck for a
first class adventure with a generous hearted and unusual man whose desire was to leave a positive mark on
this world

Cat on My Shoulder 2014-09-03
she s not writing true crime she just isn t she just happens to love a good murder mystery so as she pens her
most recent crime thriller she s a bit more than shocked to find out a murder has taken place right down the
street it takes all her intellect to convince her cousin marta that no she is not trying to solve the case she s only
writing the novel is about the character helen and her police officer nephew who strive to solve a murder in a
small town in the novel helen goes for the miss marple routine but she receives less respect than she expected
the killer is possibly someone helen has known her whole life how will she spot the fiend among her group of
friends off the page in the midst of real murder the author has a right to be worried the killer is concerned that
this real life sleuth might crack the case what began as merely a flight of fiction has mimicked true life the
author fears for her safety so of course the only person she can turn to for advice is her cat winston

With Death on My Shoulder 2005-11
for persons who rely on anti depressant drugs rather than accepting unwelcome emotions with death on my
shoulder offers hope for vibrant life the twin sister of death
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Ed on My Shoulder 2008-03
ed is an angel sent by god to help little children around the world no matter what you are going through ed will
make you smile you will go around the world on many exciting adventures with ed by your side ed shares the
love of jesus christ to all he meets along his travels there is nothing you cannot do with ed as your friend and
jesus in your heart so sit down buckle up and get ready for the most awesome adventure ever let s all get up to
our shoulders with ed t l moore was born in houston texas in the year 1966 she loved writing even as a child
and writing always brought her much happiness her love for jesus christ and the children around the world is
deep inside of her heart and soul one of her dreams and goals is to work with the children with cancer and other
illnesses and somehow make a difference in their lives a smile from a child is all the reward she ever needs t l
now resides in pasadena texas with her husband and her three children and many pets

Angel on My Shoulder 2011-09-29
this book is my way of acknowledging gods presence in my life it is an illustration of just how well he has
watched over me and how he watches over all of us i realize and fully acknowledge that i have been truly
blessed in my life god has provided me with an angel on my shoulder and even though there were times i
thought my angel was in need of a seatbelt to keep from falling off he has never left my side even when i have
not been all that attentive to him i hope these stories will give others hope and inspiration

Angel on My Shoulder 2005-05
the butterfly on my shoulder is an inspiring book composed of poems and commentary about the grief process
its purpose is to share the love pain and growth that so many have lived through and to inspire healing by all
who grieve this book lets mourners know that they are not alone and they are not going crazy they are grieving
and they can heal it was written over a 22 year period by a mother after the death of her 24 year old son by
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suicide in 1986 many of the poems have been previously published in newsletters brochures and on the internet
they have proven to be very encouraging to those who grieve by helping them to deal with and understand their
grieving journey the book offers a clear explanation of the grief journey and grief process as experienced from
the perspective of all family members friends and fellow grievers in fourteen chapters the chapters are divided
by the stages and the friend or family member s perspective the poems and commentary offer suggestions and
information about helpful methods and modalities that a grieving person can use to better negotiate the
different stages of grief the author uses her experiences and education as the executive director ceo of the
florida initiative for suicide prevention inc and a member of the florida state suicide prevention coordinating
council to explain and share the experiences of thousands of grieving individuals which she has come in contact
with over the last 22 years the commentary and poems express the perspective of both the author and
survivors with which she has worked and describes their pain and ultimate healing this book is a useful tool for
anyone who is grieving the loss of a loved one including those dealing with a death by suicide

The Butterfly on My Shoulder 2009-10
this book was written to increase your faith so that you can receive the answers that you have all been looking
for personal testimony from the author accompanies advice about the power of prayer these uplifting anecdotes
will fill your spiritual cup remember god s word you have not because you ask not follow the guidelines jesus
gave us and experience results abram toews notes that there are a lot of guidelines in the bible about receiving
answers to your prayers study them and you may see a big improvement in your prayer life may god bless you
and be with you always amen

Angel on My Shoulder 2023-01-06
tears on my shoulder is a written poetry book dealing with many ups and downs in todays ever increasing
changeing world and the heartache s that come with relationships the knowledge of love found and lost a book
filled with emotions and deep soul searching feelings that many can associate with and reaches deep into the
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inner soul

Tears On My Shoulder 2010-06-21
jolene writes with great heart and passion about a dog breed disenfranchised not because of what they are but
because of what we imagine them to be i love stories that support the underdog and jolenes tale of her beloved
pit bull terrier is exactly that it is also a delight to read and a worthy story to ponder and you will fall in love with
rumer ill promise you that susan knilans mcelroy author of animals as teachers and healers and animals as
guides for the soul jolene has truly captured the ways animals enrich and bless our lives in profound ways not
only is angel on my shoulder a story of an exceptional loving pit bull named rumer it is on a larger scale the
defense of a gentle loyal breed that has been much maligned and misunderstood may it help everyone
understand both the true nature of the american pit bull as well as the true nature of love katrina kittle author
of the kindness of strangers and the blessings of the animals far more than any other breed the american pit
bull represents different things to different people badly managed dogs grab headlines because their behavior is
atypical jolenes experience represents the far less shocking though no less fascinating reality of life with a
peaceful loving comedic pit bull as best friend if you enjoy tales of true love you will value this story diane
jessup author of the working pit bull and the dog who spoke with gods on a bitterly cold february day in 1992 a
woman named jolene found herself with a choice to make the brindle puppy in a kindly strangers left palmor the
red puppy in his right for jolene mercadante a librarian and lifelong animal advocate this was the first tentative
step on a journey that would impact the way she lived the rest of her life she had no way of knowing how rumer
a single little soul the size of a sausage was about to change her life through all of lifes great adventuresthe
perfect five week old baby the lanky rebellious teenager the extraordinary splendid adultrumer was a creature
of humor and love she joyfully shattered the unjust pit bull stereotypes she might not have been a heroic rescue
dog a therapy dog or a war hero there are other pit bulls who can claim this fame but rumer did touch the lives
of everyone who knew her and that made her heroic in her own way she did save us she did rescue us and she
was our hero in so many ways rumer was an ordinary dog who lived an ordinary life but thats what made her
extraordinary this memoir is an unforgettable love story and an uplifting journey brought about by the life of a
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truly pure and beautiful soul

The Angel on My Shoulder 2011-11-21
as the english civil war rages in 1642 a young irish girl called sorcha o neill is separated from her family at the
siege of carrickmain castle she fears the same fate as many of her compatriots death at the hands of the
english salvation arrives in the unlikely form of lieutenant robert hammond who names the girl dublin the only
word the wild terrified girl will speak in english leading her from the battle to safety hammond decides to take
dublin to his family on the isle of wight for refuge as the two form an unlikely bond the only certainty is that
their lives will never be the same again

Devil On My Shoulder 2013-04-11
spiritual metaphysical thriller for fans of dean koontz john saul clive barker the new messiah is alive on earth
today but cannot read or write not what the prophets churches and religions have been expecting this being is
destined to sweep away all current religions and beliefs and prepare the world for a transcendental shift in
human consciousness and one man has been chosen to transcribe the messiah s words and reveal them to the
world paul is an ordinary man with an ordinary family and a pretty ordinary job why such a man should be
chosen by an angel group to fulfil a quest that will help transform the planet is anyone s guess and the angels
are nothing like the figures of myth and legend convinced he is going mad or sinking into schizophrenia paul
plays along with the angels until he is attacked by dark forces as his odyssey takes him from europe to greece
india and nepal finally reaching the high andes of peru and the monastery of the seven rays and his own life and
the lives of his family are put in mortal danger
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An Angel On My Shoulder 2009-05
all thru my life i have had challenges from the death of my mom and brother and every turn there were more
challenges this book will explain just how i overcame these challenges i explain how i lost my mom and brother
in an automobile accident the book tells you how a nine year old boy overcame those challenge and was placed
in an orphanage and after six years why i ran off and what the consequences were it is a book of determination
and keeping the greatest attitude possible to achieve my goals it explains how i lost promotions do to the good
ole boy network and still challenged the system to win i explain how i entered the air force and the challenges
that i overcame to reach to top and never gave up i loved my country and the air force made a man out of me
and taught me responsibilities that were beyond my expectations i explain what a shock it was to change back
to a civilian life and the mistakes i made it s all here i have explained how my marriage was challenged and the
struggles we faced and with a beautiful wife overcame the difference my postal career was a struggle but i was
the best in my field and my achievements proved that my determination to educate myself and keep that great
attitude kept me going i explain in this book that you can reach the stars if you want to your attitude and
determination and the help from your angel is all that you need i proved that after retirement life is just
beginning if you set new goals and i did it s political time and the politicians know me

There Is an Angel on My Shoulder 2013-06-01
autobiography paul kalmbach life in knaudau krasnodar russia escape to canada pre bolshevik revolution
ministry real estate and us citizenship destiny

An Angel On My Shoulder 2014-11-17
have you ever wondered what it is like to have a real divine mystical experience how would you know if you had
one and what happens afterward the divine resting on my shoulder the story of how divine mystical experiences
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brought me closer to god answers those questions and more author richard ferguson uses his experiences to
describe what divine mystical experiences actually feel like and how you can tell if an experience is really from
the divine ferguson also shares what these experiences tell us about god his character and how dearly he loves
us and wants to help us in our lives there is so much apathy in modern society that god s soothing caress and
whispers of love go unnoticed people are too attached to their smartphones and the latest releases of video
games that they miss out on what god wants to give to all of us the divine resting on my shoulder the story of
how divine mystical experiences brought me closer to god will open the door of your heart so he can walk
through and show you his loving power and his love for each and every one of us

The Divine Resting on My Shoulder 1938
thirteen haiku about animals translated from the japanese and illustrated with collages and assemblages

The World at My Shoulder 1992
an angel on my shoulder by jerry rosenblum and jack neworth about the book advance praise for jerry
rosenblum jerry spreads joy and acts of kindness congresswoman alexandra ocasio cortez you re an a student
and a wonderful storyteller jay johnson professor emeritus college your mother was a delight and so is your
memoir mazel tov elliot gould your book is fast paced poignant and funny former santa monica mayer mat
trives as i recently turned 90 jerry is my new role model ed asner excerpts after my father s funeral my aunt
mildred admonished jerry now you re the man of the house i was 12 and it was the height of the depression how
was i going to do it panicked by orson welles war of the worlds radio broadcast my boss mr wiener who owned
the drug store raced out the door i assumed to fight the aliens or sell them some pepto bismol during wwii my
racist co workers threatened we don t appreciate you with the nig er i ll eat my lunch with whoever i want i said
defiantly hoping they didn t see my knees knocking on a troop ship heading home on leave i rolled 11 straight
passes if i d been in vegas i d have owned the hotel my most charismatic customer was muhammad ali the
most relaxed was bing crosby and the most menacing was mobster alan dorfman who wound up murdered
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gangland style because of the unexpected steep grade i fell i lay helpless in the street 96 years old bleeding
and unable to get up but after being rescued i wondered had i finally met my guardian angel

Red Dragonfly on My Shoulder 2020-07-30
sarah is having a bad day at 37½ life is going nowhere fast she s been dumped by her latest boyfriend again
she s lost her latest job again and her mother s driving her mad again to top it all she can t even have a moan in
peace without clarabell piping up every two minutes trying to cheer her up again clarabell is of course sarah s
guardian angel whose job it is to constantly keep sarah s spirits up an annoying distraction to say the least
clarabell certainly has her work cut out having reached rock bottom sarah reluctantly accepts clarabell s help
growing gradually from a chaotic lost young woman into the person she always wanted to be with the angels
help she is ready at last for her soul mate simon to enter her life throughout her journey a team of angels have
regular inter angel cy meetings mapping out and planning sarah s life for her often getting it very wrong with
hilarious results sarah s story brings hope magic and inspiration from the beginning right through to its uplifting
conclusion drawing the reader into an emotional roller coaster that will make you laugh cry and ultimately leave
you with a smile on your face and quite possibly with an empty box of tissues

An Angel on My Shoulder 2014-09-09
falling in love with the perfect man leads a young woman into a terrifying trap in this addictive and intriguing
psychological thriller linda huber bestselling author of baby dear when freya meets kane he charms her off her
feet and whisks her away into his lavish life falling in love with him is a dream come true but as time goes by his
subtle manipulations escalate into something far worse and as her new life becomes increasingly intolerable
freya realises escape is out of reach kane is deeply controlling dangerous and unpredictable and he s convinced
that freya has done him wrong she knows that when she least expects it he will make good his promise to exact
revenge freya is no fool but will she ever be free
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Angel on my Shoulder 2018-08-24
this is a memoir about jody sharpe s rewarding twenty five year teaching children with special needs the
students taught her about love kindness and determination while also helping her through the grief process
when she lost her daughter jody sharpe found her students to be insightful while surprising her with their
learning potential sharpe found her students with special needs to be beyond special they were indeed the
angels on her shoulder

Over My Shoulder 2023-09-06
a look over my shoulder begins with president nixon s attempt to embroil the central intelligence agency of
which richard helms was then the director in the watergate cover up helms then recalls his education in
switzerland and germany and at williams college his early career as a foreign correspondent in berlin during
which he once lunched with hitler and his return to newspaper work in the united states helms served on the
german desk at oss headquarters in london subsequently he was assigned to allen dulles s berlin office in
postwar germany on his return to washington helms assumed responsibility for the oss carryover operations in
germany austria and eastern europe he remained in this post until the central intelligence agency was formed
in 1947 at cia helms served in many positions ultimately becoming the organization s director from 1966 to
1973 he was appointed ambassador to iran later that year and retired from government service in january 1977
it was often thought that richard helms who served longer in the central intelligence agency than anyone else
would never tell his story but here it is revealing news making and with candid assessments of the controversies
and triumphs of a remarkable career

Special Needs Children The Angels On My Shoulder 2003-04-08
a registered nurse with 16 years of clinical experience who face difficulties and challenges in life that she could
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never imagined started to encounter the angelic realms through various ways that helped shape her destiny
this book will guide you step by step how the angelic beings manifest themselves signs how the angelic beings
wants to communicate with you the different kinds of angels and the specific role each one performs powerful
meditation guide to help you connect to the angels

A Look Over My Shoulder 2019-09-05
buck the embodiment of commercial aviation in america recounts his thrilling life in flight in this exhilarating
volume hailed as absolutely brilliant by the former director of the smithsonian air and space museum

Angels on My Shoulder 2005-01-03
have you ever wondered if life could change for you could a word or an action change the course of your life can
a supernatural force out there influence you or your family does god send his representatives angels to
accomplish his means find out what he did for the main character cassandra in an angel over my shoulder
watch what happened in her life could it happen for you cassandra was an ordinary child in an ordinary home
find out why she became so extra ordinary as an adult cassandra s story begins as an eleven year old child in a
chaotic home her life changes after high school she is involved in the world of high finance and romance her life
has many ups and downs until a mysterious stranger comes into her life someone she feels she has known and
not known all of her life does god send people could the changes in her life be your changes find out what god
can do can he intercede in your life even if you don t believe in him even if you worship another god could this
be for you also

North Star Over My Shoulder 2007-09
sarah is having a bad day at 371 2 life is going nowhere fast she s been dumped by her latest boyfriend again
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she s lost her latest job again and her mother s driving her mad again to top it all she can t even have a moan in
peace without clarabell piping up every two minutes trying to cheer her up again clarabell is of course sarah s
guardian angel whose job it is to constantly keep sarah s spirits up an annoying distraction to say the least
clarabell certainly has her work cut out having reached rock bottom sarah reluctantly accepts clarabell s help
growing gradually from a chaotic lost young woman into the person she always wanted to be with the angels
help she is ready at last for her soul mate simon to enter her life throughout her journey a team of angels have
regular inter angel cy meetings mapping out and planning sarah s life for her often getting it very wrong with
hilarious results sarah s story brings hope magic and inspiration from the beginning right through to its uplifting
conclusion drawing the reader into an emotional roller coaster that will make you laugh cry and ultimately leave
you with a smile on your face and quite possibly with an empty box of tissues

An Angel Over My Shoulder 2014-09-09
kara a young college graduate just moved to pittsburg pennsylvania to start her new career at jupiter
technologies the adjustment away from her family takes a huge toll on her her journey is filled with
unexplainable events after being assaulted by a coworker she is faced with the truth of her inner demons

Angel on My Shoulder 1970-01-01
do you hear strange voices do you see odd visions do you experience unbelievable synchronicities the author
collects actual life experiences to introduce the reader to the amazing world of natural psychic intuitive and
spiritual senses this compendium of spiritual knowledge will intrigue inspire and encourage the reader to reflect
on life awakening spiritual gifts in a thought provoking manner enjoy heartfelt and insightful stories as the
author shepherds you on your journey to enlightenment book review 1 in taps on my shoulder brenda reading
humbly and beautifully shares her journey through the discovery and unfoldment of her ability to communicate
with those who have crossed the veil her wonderful insightful narratives show us that there is no death that the
spirit lives on and that those who have left this life will continue to be where the love is lin hunter edgar cayce
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center nyc faculty book review 2 this book was such a fun read what a beautiful collection of examples of how
supported we truly are in this life i found myself lost in brenda s stories and loved how she infused her
personality in her writing so it felt like you were there with her in every instance if you re looking to be inspired
to connect deeper with yourself your intuition this is such a great book to get started with mariah liszewski
digital marketing consultant owner of mariahmagazine com strategist podcast host

Cry on My Shoulder 2018-09-16
when she was a child myrtle monville beall would often feel the touch of a hand on her shoulder the touch of a
loving hand but a hand that bespoke authority the experience frequently repeated left her with a strange feeling
of questioning many a childhood hour was spent in wondering what it meant many a year was to pass before
she found the answer but one day that answer was found a hand on my shoulder recounts myrtle s journey of
faith from the lord s first touch to the miraculous encounters with him that transformed her life her journey of
faith led a wife and mother of three young children to start a sunday school in a storefront building to pastoring
a church of over 2 000 people her ministry was anointed by god and became the catalyst for a great spiritual
awakening known as the latter rain revival of 1948 her story reminds us that the god who touched her life
continues to touch our lives today

THE DEVIL ON MY SHOULDER 2023-06-14
this simple 6 x 9 blank lined notebook is ideal for that special someone in your life you will enjoy the humor in it
comes with 120 pages and a durable matte cover for a beautiful look and feel

Taps on My Shoulder 2014-12-11
the shoulder is the most mobile joint in the body it enjoys an amazing range of motion it can rotate 360 degrees
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and can extend upward sideways across the body outward inward every which way that makes it the most
useful joint we have and not surprisingly we use it the most lifting pushing pulling throwing catching hugging
the shoulder experiences more motion than any other joint so it is perhaps not surprising that sooner or later it
becomes overtaxed fatigued after all as with anything if you keep applying the same pressure over and over the
strength and stability of the structure being pressured will wear down that s what happens to the shoulder and
when it does it s not only painful it can also stop you in your tracks limiting your ability to do even simple things
you re used to doing the truth is that if you ve never felt any kind of shoulder pain whatsoever the chances are
good that as you grow older you will our bodies tend to lose muscle and bone mass as we age and we become
more susceptible to the aches and pains that may result but neither the weakness nor the pain is inevitable the
shoulder can be fixed and the pain can go away first there s a fix that cures the weakness and ends the pain but
there are also things you can do to prevent injury or strain in the first place so that you never have to lose the
strength stability and range of motion of the shoulder at all fix my shoulder explores the anatomy and function
of the shoulder methods of preventing pain and injury and treatments for healing that anyone can implement
for better shoulder health and function

A Hand on My Shoulder 2019-06-12
do you love horror stories know someone who does grab this blank lined journal today it makes the perfect gift
for the scary story or movie fan in your life your new journal diary notebook includes 110 blank lined pages
matte finish cover 6x9 dimension easy for travel perfect for birthday gift christmas present stocking stuffer

Sometimes Even the Devil on My Shoulder Asks What the Fuck are
You Doing? 2014-10-16
dax franklin walked away from his marriage a few years back thinking that it would save jory carters career a
career he had fostered himself years later when dax hears that jory is in a coma he comes back realizing he has
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never stopped loving him jory needs rehab but his manager boyfriend has other plans dax is willing to help jory
through his struggle with alcohol and drugs but it must be jory s decision is the memory of what they once
meant to each other enough to save jory from himself or will his status as an international star prove stronger

Fix My Shoulder 2019-09
a young girl falls in love with a young man she has met through a group of friends in those days he was known
as a bad boy his world was a lot different from the world she had known and grew up in she had stepped into a
world that would bring tragedy even though she knew she was living in a world she didn t belong she was
deeply in love with him they got married and life was in some ways great yet then in others it was ugly he had a
good heart and that s what she seen in him but a lot of his actions were far from good they eventually become
estranged although he could not change his ways he was deeply in love with her she could no longer live in his
world she sets out to correct her life for her and her three children she never tried to keep him from their
children she would always want them to know their father the day finally comes when she sees a new future for
her and her children she is now living in her own place her job is going well and the children are adapting to the
separation one morning she wakes up to a day that would change her forever she takes her children to her
mothers and off to work she went she gets to work and gets a call of panic her husband is missing and the old
school house her husband lived in with puddy his cousin and ron a friend of puddy s was on fire her husband
was nowhere to be found she races to the scene there are people everywhere as she walks up to the scene she
is met by a detective she knows oh to well she would come to realized she would be on her own in finding her
husband she stands alone among a group of people she cannot trust she has only one place to turn she turns to
her faith through her faith in god she finds her out come through the eyes of another

Sometimes Even The Devil On My Shoulder Asks What The Fuck
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Are You Doing 2019-06-07
angel blessings meets half full in this inspiring collection of 40 true stories illustrating the protection love and
joy guardian angels bring into our lives this book marries two best selling trends angels and heartwarming story
collections

Over My Shoulder 2016-05-30
book review by beverly seaton ingersoll author 4 months of god s mercy no arm around my shoulder is a story
of life long ago when survival was an everyday occurrence a small child s only desire to be wanted and loved by
his family but in return must endure hostility and scorn for the first 18 years of his life this story cannot help but
touch the soul of everyone who reads it i was heart stricken by the pain and adversity this author endured as a
child but also inspired because i know he is a warm caring honorable man today the history fred describes in
southern idaho as he and his family moved from place to place just to put food on the table reminded me of
times when life was much harder than today i felt as though i was right there with him the author is an
inspiration to all of how strong a person s character is and that they can successfully overcome extremely
difficult obstacles

With Your Hand on my Shoulder 2004
a book on cd for kids sunshine on my shoulders follows the lyrics of a song by john denver making it the perfect
sing along book for toddlers this preschool music book is a great teaching tool for young readers about the
world around us and our responsibility to preserve and protect it this exuberant adaptation of john denver s
famous song is sure to make you smile even on a dark and cuddly evening with your child it helps if you can
sing the musical score is included or just pop in the cd that comes with the hardback edition of the book
sunshine on my shoulders celebrates friendship sunshine and the simple joy of being together a charming little
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girl and her father who kind of looks like john denver enjoy a day together in the sun with a guitar butterflies a
cat a mouse and lots of other critters canyon s illustrations abound with light color and lots of humorous detail

Angel over My Shoulder 2009-03

No Arm Around My Shoulder 1979

Angel on my shoulder 2003-09-01

Sunshine On My Shoulders
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